1. Arm movements toward a target involving motion at the shoulder and elbow joints and restricted to the sagittal plane were investigated. During some movements, target location changed suddenly, thus requiring an intentional correction of the trajectory by the human subject.
2. The reaction time to correct the trajectory was comparable to the reaction time to initiate the movement.
3. Coordination of arm and shoulder movements in this task was achieved by means of a reduction of the number of degrees of freedom of the movement. Such a simplification of the task took two forms.
4. Angular acceleration at the elbow and shoulder were linearly related to each other in the deceleratory phase of the movement, when the trajectory had to be corrected as well as when no such correction was required.
5. When the correction required an increase or decrease in flexor torque at the shoulder and elbow, electromyographic (EMG) activity in anterior deltoid and biceps increased or decreased simultaneously. When the correction demanded more activity in triceps and deltoid, these muscles were activated sequentially instead. It is concluded that rapid corrections of a movement involve the production of stereotyped patterns of activity in shoulder and elbow muscles.
INTRODUCTION
Recently a number of investigators have begun to examine problems related to movements' trajectories (1-3, 6, 7, 10-l 3) . For arm movements involving the shoulder and elbow joints, it has been shown that the trajectory described by the hand during a movement from a given initial position to some final position varies little from one trial to another (2, 7, 11) . Furthermore, angular velocities at the shoulder and elbow are linearly related to each other as the target is approached; the slope of this relationship is insensitive to target location for a wide range of movements confined to the sagittal plane (6, 11) . The kinematics of these movements are thus highly stereotyped. Instead, the pattern of activity in muscles that participate in producing the movement is highly variable, depending on the direction of the movement (13) and its speed (11) as well as on the presence and direction of forearm rotation in the case of bifunctional muscles acting also on the wrist (6). In these experiments, target location was always known to the subject well before the movement was initiated and its location did not change after the movement's initiation. However, Georgopoulos et al. (2) have shown that the trajectory of a movement can be altered at any time following its onset if target location is changed and that the time required to modify the trajectory is comparable to the reaction time to initiate the movement.
In this paper we shall present results obtained in humans using a similar paradigm. We shall show that the kinematic constraints described above largely persist when the movement is intentionally corrected and that, in addition, EMG activities in muscles acting at the shoulder and elbow become more closely coupled during the reactiontime process responsible for altering the trajectory of the movement. Thus, in a task requiring a rapid large-scale correction of the movement, the number of degrees of freedom of the movement is reduced in two ways: by imposing constraints on the kinematics of the movement (as has been found to be the case when a correction is not required) and also by introducing more stereotyped patterns of muscle activity.
METHODS

Motor tasks
The subjects were instructed to perform pointing movements with the arm to a target. They stood erect and initiated the movement from a standard position (the upper arm approximately vertical and the forearm horizontal) to targets that were located so that the movement was restricted to the sagittal plane (11). They initiated the movement on hearing a tone (command signal) and were asked to maintain the movement speed constant throughout the experimental session, which consisted of 50-70 trials.
In a first series of experiments, the target was a light rectangle (2.5 cm by 2.0 cm) displayed on a dark background on a television screen. The target was located in one of two positions, aligned vertically with a separation of 25 cm. The initial target could be blanked simultaneously with the illumination of the second target. Subjects were instructed always to proceed toward the illuminated target, that is, to alter the trajectory of their movement if target location changed, which occurred during 50% of the trials. In any one experiment, target location could change at one of two times relative to the command signal, these times ranging from 70 to 450 ms in different experiments. Thus, any given experimental condition (time and direction of change in target location) occurred in one-eighth of the trials, the order of presentation being randomized.
In a second series of experiments, the target consisted of one of two spheres (4 cm diameter). They were suspended from two rods, located in the sagittal plane, and placed such that both the vertical elevation and the horizontal distance of the targets from the subject differed. Specific target location was again specified by illumination and the same protocol as in the first series of experiments was followed.
Data acquisition and analysis
Instantaneous position of the wrist in space and elbow angle (4) were recorded by means of a systern described previously (6, 11) and changes in the angle of forward flexion (0) at the shoulder were computed trigonometrically from these data (11). Trials in which the uncertainty in the estimation of 6 exceeded 5O were discarded. Such instances, which were few, resulted from an inclination of the trunk during the movement. Electromyographic activity in biceps, triceps, and anterior deltoid was recorded by means of surface electrodes. Kinematic data and EMG activity were sampled with a resolution of 10 and 2 ms, respectively. Angular velocity and acceleration were then obtained by numerical differentiation after smoothing. Net torque at the shoulder (T,) and at the elbow (T,) required to produce the observed movements were calculated according to the following equations ( 11) T, = (Is + Ie -2Acos$)B -(Ie -Acos@)$ -Asin+$2
T, = -I,;lj + (r, -Acosc$)ti
The coefficients I,, Ie, -4, B, and C are constant and can be computed from the physical dimensions of the forearm ( 11). Note that a positive torque will tend to produce flexion at the elbow or at the shoulder. Trials in which the movement trajectories were similar were averaged after full-wave rectification of the EMG activity. For conditions in which target location did not change, the averages include virtually all trials, those that were excluded being instances in which the reaction time to the tone was much larger than normal and instances in which the subject guessed that target location would change. When target location did change, movement trajectories were more variable, factors influencing the variability being both the reaction time to the change in target location and the speed with which the trajectory was modified. Consequently, those averages comprise only 40-90% of the trials obtained under that experimental condition.
Reaction times to initiate the movement and to modify the movement trajectory were calculated in two ways. When averaged data were used, we calculated reaction times for movement initiation according to the time at which EMG activity in deltoid began, and the times at which EMG activity or joint torques began to deviate from their values during control trials to define the reaction times for movement-trajectory modification. For individual trials, instead, time to movement initiation was defined by the time at which the horizontal velocity at the wrist exceeded 10% of its maximal value, whereas reaction time to a change in target location was calculated in the following manner: horizontal (J?) and vertical (2) velocities at the wrist were normalized with respect to the maximum horizontal velocity. For the control trials, the average and standard deviation of the relation 2! = f(T) were calculated after normalization and the reaction time to a change in target location was defined as the time at which 2 deviated by more than 1.5 SD from the mean value given by the above relation.
RESULTS
Eflects of uncertainty about target location on movement trajectory
When the location of the target is known and it is known that it will not change, there is little intertrial variability in the arm's trajectory toward the target (2, 7, 11). Under our experimental conditions, where the movements are confined to the sagittal plane and require forward flexion at the shoulder (0) and extension at the elbow ($), the slope of the trajectory described in velocity space of the intrinsic coordinates (shoulder angular velocity b and elbow angular velocity &) is constant and assumes a value close to unity during the deceleratory phase of the movement for a wide range of target locations (11). These observations hold true also when there is a 50% probability that target location will change after the signal to initiate the movement has been given, as in the present series of experiments.
In five experiments we compared movement trajectories under conditions when the subjects knew that target location would not change and when there was a chance that it would. When target location did not change under the latter condition, the slopes of the trajectories in b-4 space in the deceleratory phase of the movement were also constant (see dashed-line trajectories in those to different target locations differed only by 8% on average. They did not differ from those in trials during which there was certainty about the ultimate target location with one exception, where the slope (A&/ A@ was about 20% steeper when target location was uncertain. These observations exclude those trials (5-10%) in which subjects guessed wrongly that target location would change.
Uncertainty about target location did increase the variability of the trajectory. For example, the variability of the slope of the trajectory in the deceleratory phase of the movement was greater, the standard deviation increasing from 0.12 to 0.19. Furthermore, movement speed tended to be greater, despite the instruction to maintain this parameter constant from trial to trial. In three experiments, control trials (certainty of target location) were obtained at the beginning of the experiment. They were performed 15-25% slower than those that followed. In the other two experiments, control trials were obtained at the end; their maximum speed was the same as the preceding trials. However, trials in which there was uncertainty tended to be decelerated more rapidly. Correspondingly, triceps activity, which acts to decelerate the forearm, was 30-100% larger.
Spatial characteristics of trajectories modiJied in response to a change in target location
In the remaining trials, target location changed at one of two times following the presentation of the command tone. The solid lines in Fig. 1 show data from two such trials by one subject. The dashed lines are presented for comparison and depict the average trajectories to each of the two targets when their location remained fixed. The leftmost plot in each row shows the path taken by the wrist, the direction of movement being indicated by the arrows. The middle panel shows the changes in elbow angle (4) plotted against those in the angle of forward flexion (0) at the shoulder.
Target location changed from the lower one to the upper one, 90 ms after the command to initiate the movement was presented ( Fig. 1A) and with a delay of 200 ms in Fig. 1B . Accordingly, the movement that initially progresses toward the lower target begins to deviate toward the upper one, earlier in Fig. IA and later in Fig. 1B . A larger degree of forward flexion at the shoulder and about the same amount of extension at the elbow were required to reach the upper target (0 = 60", 4 = 135") than the lower one (0 = 4O",qi = 135 "). Consequently, the change in elbow angle relative to that in shoulder angle (A@/AQ becomes less in Fig. 1A as the movement deviates from its initial trajectory. In Fig. 1 B, where the correction comes later, extension of the forearm initially reverses to flexion. However, in both instances, @ and 0 change by approximately equal amounts as the new target is approached, roughly in parallel with the undeviated trajectories to the upper target. This can be more clearly appreciated in the rightmost panels of Fig.  1 , which depict the trajectories in the velocity space b-4. The dashed lines show the undeviated trajectory to the lower target; the solid traces, those that deviate from the lower one to the upper one. Note that the trajectory (in velocity space) approaches a straight line as the hand nears the target (8 < 35"/s) and that the slope of this line is virtually the same as that for the undeviated trajectories in both trials. Thus, as the second target is approached, the trajectory of the wrist (solid lines) approaches the average trajectory of trials in which the movement was to the upper target from the onset.
In Fig. 24 the trajectories in velocity space (&&) of all the trials by this subject in which the target was shifted upward 90 ms after the command signal have been superimposed. The initial portion of each trajectory has been omitted for reasons of clarity and each trace begins when shoulder angular velocity (e> is maximal. Note that all but one of the trajectories become rectilinear and have about the same slope as the target is approached. The slope of the terminal phase of the trajectories in Fig. 2A was 0.99 t 0.23; when the target was shifted with a delay of 200 ms, a value of 0.92 t 0.27 was obtained. Excluded from these averages are the one exceptional trial in Fig. 2A in which motion becomes restricted mainly to shoulder flexion as the target is approached and three trials in which the trajectory was curvilinear throughout.
The trials shown in Fig. 2A share one other feature: the rate at which the elbow extends first decreases and then increases during the correction that brings the hand to the new target. Aside from these features, there is a large degree of intertrial variability, which results in part from the variability in the reaction times to the command tone (+ 15 ms) and to the change in target location (-+25 ms). Another factor that may contribute is variability in the force with which the trajectory is altered. The trajectories illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2A are typical of the behavior exhibited by six subjects in 14 experiments; Fig. 2B shows results obtained from another subject. The terminal phase of the trajectory in e-4 space was rectilinear and had a slope that approximated that of undeviated trajectories in 85% of the trials in this set of experiments. Of the remaining trials, 10% had trajectories that were judged to be curvilinear throughout and in 5%, elbow angular velocity (4) was close to zero as the target was approached. Figure 3 shows two trials in which the task demanded a deviation of the trajectory in the opposite direction, namely, from the upper target to the lower one. They were obtained from the same subject as those in Figs. 1 and 2A. Our subjects were not as successful in this task as they were in the one illustrated in Fig. 1 . For example, in Fig. 3A the final target location was missed by 7 cm. The greater difficulty in achieving a downward modification of the movement may be due to the fact that this task demands a decrease in 8 and thus a reversal in the angular momentum of the arm.
Indeed, in Fig. 3 b becomes negative in both instances. Nevertheless, as the movement is arrested, the trajectory approaches that of the undeviated one in Fig. 3A (b < 4O"/s) and is slightly steeper in Fig. 3B . In the trial depicted in Fig. 3B , the b-6 trajectory was also rectilinear during the deceleratory phase of the movement leading to the reversal in sign of s, with a slope of 1.04. On average, the slope of the terminal phase was 1.24 t 0.32 when the target changed 90 ms after the command signal. When the delay was 200 ms, it was generally much steeper (see below, Fig. 4) . However, the slope of the deceleratory phase of the movement leading to a reversal in the sign of b was not different ( 1.15 t 0.2 1, neglecting 1 of 12 trials in which this slope was not constant). Figure 4 shows examples of arm movement trajectories produced by two other subjects in response to a downward shift in target location. Also in these trials, angular motion at the shoulder reverses and becomes negative. However, in these instances, shoulder angular velocity is zero as the target is approached by means of extension at the elbow. In Fig. 4B , the movement was actually arrested at a location one-third of the way between the two targets (the velocities go through zero). There followed a second corrective movement that brought the wrist down to the level of the specified target. These two stages are demarcated by the acute angles of the trajectory in the (X-Z) and (0-4) representation. The slope of the trajectory in the terminal phase of the first stage again approaches that of the undeviated trajectory (dashed line). Figure 5 shows the distribution of the slopes of the trajectories in velocity space for upward and downward shifts in target location. For an upward shift, the slope (A$/ A& of the terminal phase of the movement was calculated. The values of this parameter (left panel of Fig. 5 ) are tightly clustered and their mean value does not differ significantly from the mean value (1.19) of the slope of trajectories that went directly to the upper target. The right-hand panel in Fig. 5 presents the results of an analysis of 80 trials from the same set of experiments in which target location shifted downward. Of these, 47 were similar to those illustrated in Fig. 3 , while the trajectories of another 26 resembled those shown in Fig. 4 . Generally, trials in which the time between the command signal and the change in target location was longer fell into the second category. All subjects exhibited both types of behavior. The remaining seven trials could not be categorized, since they exhibited a curvilinear trajectory in b-4 space throughout.
For trials such as shown in Fig. 3 , the slope of the terminal phase of the trajectory is included in the histogram presented in the left panel of Fig. 5 . Instead, for the remaining trials, the slope of the initial deceleratory phase was calculated. While these slopes show a broader distribution than the corresponding one for a target shift upward, the mean is again close to the value ( 1.3 8) calculated for trials in which subjects pointed directly to the lower target. The relatively tight clustering of the values for the slope A&/Ah does not result from any physical constraint inherent in the task. Given the manner in which the targets were displayed, the only such constraint is that x be negative as the target is approached. The slopes given by this constraint are far from unity and it thus appears unlikely that this constraint is responsible for the clustering of the values shown in this figure.' ' In many instances, extension of the forearm (& > 0) with the shoulder stabilized (8 = 0) resulted in a movement whose horizontal component was small but away from the target. Generally, contact with the target was achieved by a subsequent slow forward flexion at the shoulder in conjunction with extension at the elbow (8 < loo/s) and also, in some instances, a forward inclination of the trunk that was observable but not measurable, given our experimental setup.
ARM TRAJECTORY MODIFICATION 555
Changes in EMG activity and torque underlying response to a change in target location Figure 6 shows averages of trials in which target location was shifted upward, as indicated schematically at the top of the figure. The shift was effected 100 ms after the command tone in Fig. 6A and at 190 ms in Fig.  6B . Data from one subject are shown; they are representative of the behavior exhibited by all subjects. The heavy solid lines depict shoulder angle (0) and elbow angle (4) and the angular acceleration at the two joints (8 Target . In addition, the torques required to produce the movement and acting at the shoulder (T,) and the elbow (T,) are plotted, with a positive sign assigned to a torque acting to flex the shoulder or elbow (as would result from activity in deltoid and biceps, respectively). Also shown are averages of biceps, triceps, and deltoid EMG activity. The dashed lines and light traces depict the temporal variation of these parameters during trials in which the movement progressed without deviation to the lower target. Movement to the upper target requires more forward flexion at the shoulder and less extension at the elbow. Thus, modification of the trajectory from the lower to the upper target is achieved by increased activation of deltoid and biceps. Initially, both sets of traces (light and heavy) are superimposable. The estimated times at which they diverge and the direction of change is indicated by arrows. For example, in Fig. 64 deltoid and biceps both increase at 200 ms, i.e., 100 ms after target location had changed. Similarly, T, increases at 220 ms and T, at 2 10 ms, i.e., with a reaction time of 120 and 110 ms, respectively. Also in Fig. 6B , deltoid and biceps increase virtually simultaneously, with reaction times of 110 and 120 ms.
The reaction times to the change in target location, estimated on the basis of the time at which EMG activity begins to change, are comparable to the reaction time to the command signal to initiate the movement. This value, as estimated from the time at which deltoid activity commenced, was 90 ms in this experiment. On average, the reaction time to the change in target location was 90 t 20% that of the reaction time to the command signal. There was no consistent variation in the reaction time to the change in target location introduced by changing the delay between the command signal and the change in target location.
The times at which deltoid and biceps increased differed by no more than 20 ms in all experiments, deltoid sometimes preceeding biceps and vice versa. There is some uncertainty in the estimation of these values, since these muscles generally were not quiescent during control trials. Thus, within the temporal resolution permitted by these data, biceps and deltoid increase simultaneously to produce the deviation in the trajectory to the upper target. Given the low-pass filter characteristics of muscle, shoulder and elbow torque increase shortly thereafter.
Two other observations can be made from the data illustrated in Fig. 6 . First the commands to alter the trajectory have access to the pertinent muscles even when they are silent in undeviated trials. For example, in Fig. 64 the biceps activity is prolonged (while the triceps burst is suppressed) to produce the increase in flexor torque at the elbow. Second, there is good qualitative agreement between the pattern of EMG activity and joint torque. Thus, the changes in deltoid activity are reflected in a corresponding modulation in shoulder torque, with a time delay. However, the amplitude of the changes in EMG activity is not a good predictor of the amplitude of corresponding changes in torque. For example, deltoid activity in Fig.  6A and B increases by a like amount relative to the activity in control trials, while the corresponding change in shoulder torque is much less in Fig. 6B than in Fig. 6A . Presumably, other muscles also contribute to the net torque at the shoulder and elbow. Furthermore, the nonlinear relationship between the amplitude of EMG activity and force, especially when muscle length is permitted to change, may contribute to this lack of a good correlation between these two quantities. Figure 7 shows corresponding results for trials in which the target location was shifted downward, requiring a decrease in the amount of forward flexion at the shoulder and an increase (or no change) in the amount of extension at the elbow, and thus a decrease in flexor torque at the shoulder and elbow. One would therefore expect a decrease in deltoid and biceps activity or an increase in the activity of their antagonists. Examples of averaged trials from two subjects in Fig. 7 show this to be the case. In Fig. 74 triceps activity increases and both T, and T, decrease with a reaction time of about 100 ms. Since biceps and deltoid are both silent at this time even in control trials, no change in their activity is apparent at that time. In Fig. 7B , triceps increases with a reaction time of 110 ms, while deltoid decreases somewhat later, with a reaction time of 170 ms. Biceps was silent in that interval. (Note that in this instance, the correspondence between the two sets of trials (solid and dashed lines) is not as good as in the other cases illustrated. Thus the time delay may be more uncertain than in other experiments.) Based on the time at which triceps activity increased, we estimated the reaction time to a downward shift in target location in all experiments as 110 t 20 ms, independently of the time at which the target was shifted. Since deltoid was silent at that time in many control trials, it was difficult to estimate the reaction time at the shoulder muscles. However, changes in torques at the elbow and shoulder joint differed by less than 10 ms on The results presented in Figs. 6 and 7 suggest a synchronous activation or deactivation of biceps and deltoid to produce a modification of the arm movement to a new target location. Furthermore, the time delays associated with the changes in the activities of these muscles suggest that the processes responsible for the modification of the trajectory are reaction-time processes (2, 5). Since the tasks considered so far always required _ --_ _ -. -~~ -car _~_~~~_ ~~ _. I - Figure 8 illustrates results obtained from one such experiment. In this instance. the elbow extension, or vice versa, a simultaneous activation of deltoid and biceps or their antagonists was appropriate. The question remains, however, if a simultaneous activation of different pairs of muscles, for example, deltoid and triceps, is possible when the task so requires. To address this question, we replaced the target panel with two separate targets whose vertical and horizontal locations could be varied. In this manner, a larger range of combinations of angular motions at the two joints could be investigated. Using spherical targets also reduced the physical constraints on the task; namely, each target could be approached from virtually any direction. upper target was 18 cm higher and 15 cm more distal than the lower one. Given this arrangement, a movement toward the upper target required 30' more flexion at the shoulder and 20" more extension at the elbow. The dashed lines in Fig. 8 show the undeviated trajectories to the upper and lower targets. Also in this case, the trajectory in velocity space I%& was rectilinear as the target is approached, with a slope that was slightly steeper ( 1.59 t 0.15) for movements to the upper target than for those to the lower one (1.31 t 0.12). The spatial characteristics of trials in which target location did change are similar to those shown in Figs. l-3 in the sense that the trajectories converge onto those of movements that proceeded directly to the final target. When target location shifted upward, the terminal portion of the trajectory in velocity space was again rectilinear, with an average slope of 1.15 t 0.24. When the target was shifted downward, the characteristics of the trajectories were similar to those shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , the slope of the deceleratory portion of the trajectory leading to a reversal in sign of b being rectilinear, with an average slope of 1.33 t 0.27. Modification of the trajectory was accomplished by means of a simultaneous increase or decrease in activity in biceps and deltoid, as shown in Fig. 8 . Thus, despite the fact that an upward shift in target location requires more extension at the elbow, it resulted in an increase in biceps activity and flexor torque at the elbow. This should not be surprising if one considers the net change in torque required to reach the new goal. As-suming for the sake of simplicity that this can be approximated by T, = I&%$) and that the change in angular acceleration required to reach the new target is proportional to the change in angular excursion (e.g., A8 -A@, one finds that an increase in flexor torque is appropriate provided that the required change in forward flexion at the shoulder is greater than the amount of change in extension at the elbow (as was the case in this experiment). Note, however, that as a consequence, extension at the elbow in Fig. 8A initially proceeds at a slower rate than it does in the control trials.
The simple calculation presented above predicts that increased activity in deltoid and triceps would result whenever modification of the movement trajectory requires more forward flexion at the shoulder and an even greater amount of extension at the elbow. Figures 9 and 10 show examnles from expeYimt :nts in which this expectation was realized by placing th .e upper target proximal to the lower one. h rlovements to the upper target required no change in elbow angle (4 = 90") and forward flexion of about 20° for the elbow and 30° for 8. Note that during undeviated movements to the upper target, there is initially flexion at the elbow such that the slope A&/Ah is again close to one (0.96 + 0.15) as that target is approached. -The trajectories of trials during which target location changed generally exhibited rectilinear segments when plotted in b-& space. The slopes of the trials shown in Fig. 9 are close to the mean for all trials. The variability in this experiment was, however, much larger than for the experimental situations described previously, with standard deviations equal to 36 and 25% of the mean (Fig. 9A  and 9B, respectively) . Figure 10 shows that a deviation of the trajectory to the lower target resulted from an increase in deltoid and triceps activity, as predicted. Note that in neither example shown in Fig. 10 are these changes in EMG activity simultaneous.
Rather, triceps increases first, with a latency that ranged from 100 to 150 ms in different experiments. Deltoid began to increase lOO-180 ms later, at the end of the burst of triceps. Biceps showed a pattern of reciprocal organization relative to triceps. Thus, in this case, changes in activity in elbow and shoulder muscles occur sequentially, in contrast with the coincident changes observed during tasks requiring an increase in biceps and deltoid. The variations in the calculated shoulder and elbow torques agree; flexor torque at the elbow becomes less than the control value well before the time that torque at the shoulder deviates in the other direction.
Results obtained when the target was shifted upward were more ambiguous. In some cases, biceps increased before deltoid decreased; in other cases, the reverse sequence was observed. In all cases, changes in the EMG activity in biceps, triceps, and deltoid were much smaller and less abrupt than those shown in Fig. 10 . Therefore, the only thing that can be said is that, also in this condition, there was no instance in which a clear increase in biceps activity coincided with a clear decrease in deltoid activity.
The results presented in Fig. 10 do not imply that it is impossible to coactivate deltoid and triceps. When subjects know the ultimate target location before initiating the movement, activity in shoulder and elbow muscles need not covary (11). Given the location of the target and the initial position of the arm, biceps and anterior deltoid activity did increase at the onset of the movement in the tasks examined in this paper. Figure 11 shows instances in which triceps activity was much more prominent at the movement's onset; movement started with the arm flexed (4 = 65") and thus required a greater amount of extension at the elbow. In Fig. 1 lA, deltoid and triceps both increase when the movement is initiated, while in Fig.  1 lB, deltoid begins to increase before the end of the burst in triceps and the onset of activity in biceps. Wadman et al. (13) , who investigated compound arm movements performed in the horizontal plane, have reported that posterior deltoid (a shoulder extensor) may also be coactivated with either biceps or triceps, depending on the direction of the movement.
DISCUSSION
We have presented an analysis of a motor task that required the coordination of 2 degrees of freedom of motion at the shoulder and elbow. Furthermore, the task required a rapid modification of the trajectory of the hand in order to reach a target whose location changed suddenly and at an unpredictable time. Resulting trajectories of the arm and the underlying patterns of EMG activity were examined.
Georgopoulos et al. (2) have recently presented results obtained from trained monkeys using a similar paradigm. Our results confirm their findings and lend support to their conclusion that "the orderly modification of the movement produced by change in target location suggests that the aimed motor command is emitted in a continuous, ongoing fashion as a real-time process that can be interrupted at any time by the substitution of the original target by a new one. The effects of this change on the ensuing movement appear promptly, without delays beyond the usual reaction time." Indeed, in agreement with their results, we found that the reaction time to a change in target location was comparable to that for movement initiation.
We also found that the motor commands to alter the movement trajectory had access to muscles at all times, even when they were quiescent and their antagonists were active. Since the implications of some of these findings have already been discussed extensively by Georgopoulos et al. (2), we wish to focus on the spatial characteristics of arm movement and on the patterns of EMG activity that are responsible for its production.
In contrast with arm movements produced when target location remains fixed, those that result when the target changes after the com-AND F. LACQUANITI mand to initiate the movement has been given exhibit trajectories which, in general, are not superimposable from trial to trial. Nevertheless, we have been able to identify some consistent features that characterize such movements. They can be summarized by stating that coordination of arm and shoulder movement is achieved by means of a reduction of the number of degrees of freedom of the movement when target location remains fixed, and this remains true when a change in target location demands a correction of the movement's trajectory. We have also presented evidence that indicates that such a simplification of the task can take two forms, one involving the relation between the kinematic variables of shoulder and elbow movement and the other, the patterning of activity in muscles acting at each of the two joints; both forms contribute to the intentional correction and arrest of the movement. We shall take up each of these aspects in the following discussion.
Regarding the kinematics of the movement, we have previously shown that the trajectory to a given target was not arbitrary; instead, angular velocities at the shoulder and elbow were found to be linearly related as the target was approached (6, 11). Furthermore, the slope of this relationship (A&A&), or equivalently, the ratio of angular accelerations (6/t?) was shown not to depend on the specific location of the target for a wide range of target locations in the sagittal plane and the value was found to be slightly greater than one. The ratio of the excursions in 4 and 8 (A$/A6) required to achieve these targets ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 ( 11). Results presented here extend this range. Even when movements required no extension at the elbow, the target was approached with a ratio G/8 close to one (Fig. 9) . Consequently, angular velocity at the elbow reversed, elbow flexion preceding elbow extension. Such reversals of angular velocity at the elbow and shoulder joints have also been noted by Morass0 (7) .
The consistent linear relationship between angular velocity at the elbow and shoulder that exists in the deceleratory phase of movements to a stationary target persists even after the trajectory of the movement has been intentionally altered consequent to a change in target location. The trajectory in velocity space of the intrinsic coordinates (&) was rectilinear as the target was approached in many instances (Figs. l-3) ; in other cases a deceleratory phase could be identified that was also rectilinear but did not end with impact on the target but led to a subsequent stage of the movement (Fig. 4) . The slopes characterizing this linear relationship generally do not differ considerably from those found when the target was approached directly, although the variability in this parameter is much greater when the movement has been corrected (Fig. 5) . Thus, it appears safe to conclude that the same processes utilized to arrest a movement to a stationary target also come into play when that movement has been intentionally corrected due to a change in target location. Consequently, a given target is approached in a very stereotyped manner whether the trajectory to that target is direct or the target is approached in a more circuitous fashion, as when the movement was initially directed toward another target. This was true also for the trained monkeys in the experiments of Georgopoulos et al. (Fig. 9 
of Ref. 2).
Those instances in which the slope of the trajectory differed greatly from unity may ultimately help to identify the process involved in the arrest of the movement. Two such instances were found. An example of the first is given in Fig. 9B , where the slope of the deceleratory phase of the movement has a value close to 2. This value was about 2.5 for the trials shown in Fig. 11B . While the former did require a correction of the movement's trajectory, the latter did not. What was common to both instances was that the ratio of the excursions in elbow and shoulder angles (A$/A8) was much larger than in the other experiments (about 1.7 in Fig. 9B and 2.5 in Fig. 11B ). Since we have not fully investigated the spatial characteristics of movements that require much more extension at the elbow than flexion at the shoulder, it is impossible to generalize from these observations. We can make some tentative predictions, however.
If elbow angular acceleration slightly exceeds that at the shoulder, variations in net torque acting at the elbow will be minimal (equation 2), since the leading terms in this equation will cancel each other. From this we originally hypothesized that the arrest of compound arm movements may involve force feedback acting to keep the torque at the elbow constant and that the presence of such feedback would lead to a fixed ratio of 4/e (11). If so, one can also envisage cases in which such feedback might act at the shoulder to minimize variations in torque at that joint, while major variations in joint torque would be restricted to the elbow. Using the same reasoning as before, one would then predict from equation I a fixed ratio of $/tii approximately equal to 3, IS being larger than &. The hypothesis would also predict that the trajectories in the deceleratory phase of the movement would be rectilinear in e-$ space, with slopes having values clustered around means close to 1 and 3 if the full range of movements involving flexion at the shoulder and extension at the elbow is examined. The implication would then be that the movement is organized hierarchically, with changes in angle at one joint being dominant and those at the other subordinate, the latter being stabilized during the deceleratory phase of the movement by force feedback.
An alternative possibility is the following. When 4 = 2& the equation for shoulder torque simplifies. The nonlinear terms cancel and, neglecting the gravitational terms with coefficients B and C, shoulder torque becomes directly proportional to angular acceleration 8 at the shoulder, as pointed out recently by Hollerbach and Flash (4). While the mechanism by which this could be achieved would most likely be different (velocity feedback rather than force feedback), the consequence would be the same, namely a simplification of the problem of movement control by means of a reduction in the number of degrees of freedom.
During some trials, the number of degrees of freedom of the movement was also reduced in a more obvious manner. As the target was approached, motion was restricted to the shoulder joint (for example, in one trial in Fig. 2A ) or the elbow joint (Fig. 4) the other limb segment being immobilized.
When a compound arm movement proceeds to a stationary target and does not require any large-scale modification, EMG activity in shoulder and elbow muscles shows no fixed pattern of covariation. Thus, biceps and anterior deltoid may both increase at the onset of the movement, but with a very different time course (cf. Fig. 7 of Ref. 11). When the task so requires, triceps and anterior deltoid may instead be coactivated (Fig. 1 IA) or activity in deltoid may overlap that in biceps and triceps, the latter two being reciprocally organized (Fig. 11 B) . When a rapid modification of the movement is demanded, activity in shoulder and elbow muscles is more stereotyped and closely coupled. Activity in biceps and deltoid begins to increase, or decrease, simultaneously at the reaction time to the change in target location. More important, subjects did not produce a simultaneous increase in triceps and deltoid; instead, they activated these muscles sequentially (Fig. 10) . These results do not imply that changes in the amplitude of biceps and deltoid must covary in a reaction time task. For example, in Fig. IOB , biceps decreases without any apparent change in deltoid activity and subsequently, deltoid increases without any marked change in the amplitude of biceps activity. Our results are reminiscent of the observations of Nashner (8, 9), who found fixed patterns of activation in muscles acting at the knee and ankle following different types of postural perturbations.
However, in contrast to our results, Nashner also found that the amplitude of EMG activity in different muscles was correlated.
The data also show that the muscles that initially become more active to correct the movement's trajectory can be predicted according to the net change in torque required to reach the new target. For example, in Fig.  8 , biceps activity increases initially despite the fact that a greater amount of extension of the forearm is required. Thus, if the reaction time task involves a calculation of the amplitude and direction of the changes in EMG activity necessary to achieve the new goal, such a calculation takes into account the fact that motion at the elbow and shoulder is inertially coupled (equations 1 and 2).
In summary, our investigation into the manner in which compound arm movements are rapidly modified to attain a target whose location has changed suggests that the movement is organized by reducing the complexity of the task in two ways: 1) by the imposition of more stereotyped patterns of
